
Meteoric Aviation Extends Website Offerings
to Address a Rising Need for Commercial
Aircraft Aftermarket Parts

ASAP Semiconductor expands inventory

offerings and fulfillment services featured

on Meteoric Aviation, a purchasing

platform for aviation parts.

ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, May 6, 2024 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Meteoric Aviation,

an ASAP Semiconductor website,

announces an expansion to offerings

and fulfillment services to meet a

surging demand for commercial

aircraft aftermarket parts and civil aviation items across the industry. With a vast selection of

over 2 billion product listings, including new, used, and obsolete items, ASAP Semiconductor

aims to establish Meteoric Aviation as a one-stop platform for various aviation applications,

At Meteoric Aviation, we are

dedicated to providing

unparalleled support and

fulfillment solutions for our

global customer base, the

expanded offerings we

feature assisting in this

endeavor.”

Joe Faruqui

featuring offerings that span in application across

commercial jets, regional jets, business jets, and beyond.

Strategically updating offerings by monitoring shifting

market trends and industry developments, Meteoric

Aviation has been stocked with diverse parts that range

from aircraft body parts and cover assemblies to

instrumentation and fasteners. Additionally, with many

customers operating within defense-oriented applications

and market sectors, the database has also been bolstered

with a selection of BAC, NAS, and Mil-Spec offerings, such

parts always shipping out with all applicable

documentation. This expansion aligns with ASAP Semiconductor's commitment to providing

comprehensive solutions for various operational needs in the aviation industry, the Meteoric

Aviation website being specifically developed for customers seeking aerospace solutions.

To enhance the user experience and streamline part procurement with an extensive inventory

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.meteoricaviation.com/civil-aviation/aircraft-parts/
https://www.meteoricaviation.com/civil-aviation/aircraft-parts/
https://www.meteoricaviation.com/civil-aviation/commercial-jet/


selection, Meteoric Aviation features a

number of curated catalogs and

product lists that organize available

parts by ATA chapters, compatible

aircraft models, part type, and other

common designations. For those who

may already know what they need,

specific items can be located on the

website using a provided lookup tool

and filters, saving valuable time and

effort in the search process.

The website also offers a familiar Request for Quote (RFQ) service that is present on all ASAP

Semiconductor purchasing platforms, this feature allowing customers to quickly receive

purchasing options directly from staff members that are tailored to the requirements and

specifications offered in a submitted form. With extended operational hours and dedicated

support staff available around the clock, Meteoric Aviation ensures a seamless fulfillment

process where customers can always contact team members with ease. Furthermore, with one

of ASAP Semiconductor’s specialties being the sourcing of long lead-time parts and obsolete

items, customers on Meteoric Aviation have options for requesting quotes on part numbers that

are not currently on the website.

In line with ASAP Semiconductor's commitment to quality, all newly listed items featured on

Meteoric Aviation are sourced from leading aviation manufacturers and undergo rigorous

inspection, testing, and document verification processes wherever necessary. The company also

adheres to a strict NO CHINA SOURCING pledge with all of its websites, providing customers with

any applicable qualifying certifications or manufacturing trace documentation alongside each

shipped part.

Upon making a purchase on Meteoric Aviation, the ASAP Semiconductor team will handle all

aspects of logistics and shipment, ensuring prompt delivery and minimal disruption to customer

operations. Additionally, expedited shipping and same-day delivery options are available for

urgent requirements, such as Aircraft on Ground (AOG) situations. To speak about these options,

customers are encouraged to reach out to staff through the phone or email listed on the

website.

As a trusted partner in the aviation industry, ASAP Semiconductor remains committed to

meeting the evolving needs of its global customer base and maintaining Meteoric Aviation’s

position as a premier source for aviation parts with continual updates to inventory offerings and

services. If you are interested in learning more about Meteoric Aviation and its range of

offerings, feel free to visit https://www.meteoricaviation.com/ today.

About Meteoric Aviation 

https://www.aerospaceandaviationparts.com/ipc-parts/ata-chapters/
https://www.aerospaceandaviationparts.com/ipc-parts/ata-chapters/
https://www.meteoricaviation.com/


Owned and operated by parts distributor ASAP Semiconductor, Meteoric Aviation offers an

expansive selection of aviation parts that are available for purchase at any time. Customers are

invited to peruse through curated catalogs where over 2 billion products are listed. With an

online quote request service, taking the first step of procurement is simple, and team members

are available around the clock to provide assistance and consultation. Bearing all of this in mind,

see if Meteoric Aviation is the right purchasing platform for your needs when you take the time

to explore the website today.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/709254748
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